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Abstract— Activity Recognition is an important ingredient
that allows the interpretation of elementary data. Understanding
which activity is going on allows framing an elementary action
(e.g. “a movement”) in a proper context. This paper presents an
activity recognition system designed to work in urban scenarios,
which impose several restrictions: the unfeasibility of having
enough annotated datasets, the heterogeneous sensor
infrastructures and the presence of very different individuals.
The main idea of our system is to combine knowledge- and datadriven techniques, to build a hybrid and scalable activity
recognition system for smart cities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As a result of the growth of urban population worldwide
[1], cities are consolidating their position as one of the central
structures in human organization. This concentration of
resources and services around cities offers new opportunities to
be exploited. Smart Cities [2][3] are emerging as a paradigm to
take advantage of these opportunities to improve their citizens
lives. Smart Cities use the sensing architecture deployed in the
city to provide new and disruptive city-wide services both to
the citizens and the policy-makers. The large quantity of data
available allows improving the decision making process,
transforming the whole city in an intelligent environment at the
service of its inhabitants. One of the target groups for these
improved services is, so-called, the “young-old” category,
whose age varies from 60 to 69 [4], who are starting to develop
the ailments of old age. The early detection of frailty and Mild
Cognitive Impairments (MCI) is an important step to treat
these problems. In order to do so, the Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) [5] solutions must transition from the homes to the
cities.
City4Age1 is a H2020 research and innovation project with
the aim of enabling age-friendly cities. The project aims to
create an innovative framework on ICT tools and services that
can be deployed by European cities in order to enhance the
early detection of risk related to frailty and MCI, and provide
personalized intervention that can help the elderly population
to improve their daily life promoting positive behaviour
changes. As part of the tools created for the framework we
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have developed a series of algorithm for activity recognition
and behaviour modelling. The recognized activities and the
behaviour variations are then used to ascertain the frailty and
MCI risks levels of the users and to recommend relevant
interventions that will help the users to palliate those risks. In
the past we have worked on creating single-home activity
recognition algorithms [6][7], but in the case of City4Age we
have created algorithms that take into account the large scale
scenarios of the project. The City4Age project is being
deployed in six different cities (Montpellier, Singapore, Lecce,
Madrid, Athens and Birmingham), each one with different
requirements and scenarios, which involve the need to identify
heterogeneous activities and behaviours.
The objectives of the City4Age activity recognition
algorithms is to automatically evaluate and recognize the user
activities, based on the combination of the deployed sensor
data and spatial and temporal information. As explained in
Section 4, the City4Age algorithms do not work directly with
low level sensor data, but with their projection to the actionspace. In this paper we present an analysis of the challenges
and problems of for the activity recognition in Smart Cities and
we describe the City4Age approach to deal with them, as a
guideline for future projects.
II. RELATED WORK
There are two main monitoring approaches for human
activity recognition; namely, vision-based and sensor-based
monitoring. For a review of vision-based approaches, [11] can
be consulted. When approaching human activity recognition in
intelligent environments, sensor-based activity recognition is
the most used solution [12], since vision-based approaches tend
to generate privacy concerns among the users [13]. Sensorbased approaches are based on the use of emerging sensor
network technologies for activity monitoring. The generated
sensor data from sensor-based monitoring are mainly time
series of state changes and/or various parameter values that are
usually processed through data fusion, probabilistic or
statistical analysis methods and formal knowledge technologies
for activity recognition. There are two main approaches for
sensor-based activity recognition in the literature: data-driven
and knowledge-driven approaches.
The idea behind data-driven approaches is to use data
mining and machine learning techniques to learn activity
models. It is usually presented as a supervised learning

approach, where different techniques have been used to learn
activities from collected sensor data. Data-driven approaches
need big datasets of labelled activities to train different kinds of
classifiers. The learning techniques used in the literature are
broad, going from simple Naive Bayes classifiers [14] to
Hidden Markov Models [15], Dynamic Bayesian Networks
[16], Support Vector Machines [17] and online (or
incremental) classifiers [18].
Although
supervised
learning
reports
excellent
performance, the need of large-scale labelled datasets results on
scalability problems for practical deployments. It seems
unfeasible to obtain enough labelled data for real world
scenarios, since the involved users and activities may be too
numerous.
However, there are some efforts in the community directed
to solve this problem. For instance, Rashidi and Cook tried to
overcome the problem of depending on manually labelled
activity datasets in [19]. They use an unlabelled dataset, where
they extract activity clusters using unsupervised learning
techniques. Those clusters are used to train a boosted Hidden
Markov Model, which is shown to be able to recognise several
activities. However, there are three fundamental problems in
this approach: (i) the modelled and recognised activities do not
have any semantic meaning which makes harder for humans to
understand what a user is actually doing, (ii) activity
granularity, since the clusters found may refer to chaining
activities such as washing dishes after having lunch, as only
one activity, and (iii) the performance of current systems are
still far from supervised learning approaches.
In order to maintain the scalability of unsupervised learning
approaches, but overcome the posted problems, we take ideas
from knowledge-driven activity recognition approaches.
Knowledge-driven activity recognition is based on real world
observations that the list of objects and functionalities to
perform an activity are always very similar. For example, to
prepare coffee, a liquid container is needed alongside with
some coffee and sugar. Although different people may use
different coffee brands, some may add milk and some may
prefer white sugar to brown sugar, there are some essential
concepts that are always present for every activity. The idea is
to use this prior knowledge to create rough activity models.
The implicit relationships between activities, related temporal
and spatial context and the entities involved (objects and
people) provide a diversity of hints and heuristics for inferring
activities.
The first step for knowledge-driven systems is to acquire
the needed contextual knowledge. This is usually achieved
using standard knowledge engineering approaches. Depending
on the nature of the acquired knowledge, different approaches
can be distinguished. Some researchers use logic-based
approaches for activity recognition, as [20]. Others adopt
ontology-based approaches which allow a commonly agreed
explicit representation of activity definitions independent of
algorithmic
choices,
thus
facilitating
portability,
interoperability and reusability. Good examples can be found
in [21] and in [22]. A very recent work can be found by [23],
where authors use Dempster-Shafer theory to combine
uncertainty reasoning and ontologic reasoning. However, their

system has only been evaluated in controlled laboratory
experiments.
Building on the ideas introduced by [19] about
unsupervised learning, City4Age presents a scalable activity
recognition system for real-world deployments. However,
using knowledge-driven ideas, the approach does not suffer
from activity granularity and lack of semantic meaning
problems. And most notably, the obtained performance is
comparable to supervised learning approaches. A similar
philosophy is followed by [24] and [25]. Both systems combine
data- and knowledge-driven approaches in a different way. For
instance, [24] produce very detailed ontologic models based on
OWL2 to later map the knowledge to Markov Logic Networks
(MLN), which allows them to use probabilistic reasoning.
Their knowledge engineering effort is too high for City4Age
scenarios, where 6 cities should be modeled with many users,
requiring very detailed activity models which question the
generality of the approach. Furthermore, their evaluation is
performed on datasets with low number of activities (8 at most)
and they do not address the idle activity, i.e., time segments
where no activities occur even though sensor activations
appear.
On the other hand, [25] presents a very interesting system
called USMART. They segment sensor activations using the
semantic similarity between the fired sensors. Based on
previously modelled ontologic activity models they define the
sufficient conditions for a sensor sequence to be mapped to an
activity. Those activity models are very similar to the EAMs
we use in City4Age, but the overall knowledge engineering
effort to model environments and sensors is much higher than
ours. Once sensor segments are extracted, they use semantic
reasoning to recognise activities. This imposes some burdens in
their recognition capacities. As authors admit, they need at
least a sensor event that uniquely describes an activity, in order
to distinguish it from others. The evaluation they present does
not consider the idle activity and they do not cover all the
activities monitored in the used datasets.
The activity recognition system of City4Age can address
the enumerated problems for [24] and [25]. Due to the nature
of the presented scenarios, it is very important to keep
modelling efforts low. That implies that the activity recognition
algorithm has to work with roughly modelled contexts.
Furthermore, City4Age also demands a system with high level
of generalization, since the number of different users, sensor
infrastructures and activities is very high. As a real-world
deployment, we also have to consider the idle activity. Humans
spend a lot of time of the day without performing any
meaningful activities. Those situations cannot be ignored in
City4Age.
III. THE CITY4AGE APPROACH TO ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
A. Actions, Activities and Behaviors
User's behaviour is composed by a large collection of
defining elements, making it a complex structure. In order to

Figure 1 Elements of the user behaviour
properly describe it, we have defined a series of concepts based
on the ones proposed in [8] to describe it: Actions, Activities
and Behaviours. Actions describe the simplest behaviours;
while behaviours describe the most complex conduct (see
Figure 1).
The different elements of the user behaviour are:
•

Actions are temporally short and conscious muscular
movements done by the users (e.g. taking a cup,
opening the fridge. . . ).

•

Activities are temporally longer, but finite, and are
composed by several actions (e.g. preparing dinner,
taking a shower, watching a movie…).

•

Behaviours describe how the user performs those
activities in different moments. We have identified
two types of behaviours. The Intra-Activity
Behaviours describe how a single activity is
performed by a user in different moments (e.g. while
the user is preparing dinner, sometimes he takes all
the ingredients before starting, while in other
occasions he takes the ingredients when he needs
them). The Inter-Activity Behaviours describe how the
user chains different activities (e.g. on Mondays after
having breakfast she leaves the house to go to work,
but on the weekends she goes to the main room).

B. Projection of the sensor data to the Action-Space
One of the defining characteristics of our City4Age
algorithms is that they work on the Action-Space instead of the
Sensor-Space. To be able to work with a more flexible
representation of the information in the intelligent
environments, we map the raw sensor data to actions (see
Figure 2). The advantage of working with the Action-Space is
that different sensor types may detect the same action type,
simplifying and reducing the hypothesis space. This is even
more important when using semantic embeddings to represent
those actions in the model, as the reduced amount of actions
produce more significant embedding representations.

Traditionally in activity recognition or behaviour modelling
tasks, the inputs (when using actions) have being represented
as IDs, strings or one-hot-vectors. The problem with this type
of representations is that they do not contain any information
about the action meaning. Using only a one-hot-vector is not
possible to compute how similar two actions are and that
information is not available for the model that will use the
actions. A similar problem occurs in the area of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) with the representation of words.
The solution to this is to use embeddings[9] to represent the
words, and we have used the same approach for the actions.

Figure 2 Projection from the Sensor-Space to the ActionSpace
While one-hot-vectors are sparse and the features of the
model increase with the action dictionary size, embeddings are
dense and more computationally efficient, with the number of
features staying the same, no matter the number of action
types. Most significantly for our models, embeddings provide
semantic meaning to the representation of the actions. Each

action is represented as a point in a multidimensional plane,
which place them at a distance of the other actions, thus
providing relations of similitude and significance between
them.
In our models we use the word2vec implementation in
Gensim2 to calculate the embedding values for each action in
the dataset. We represent each action with a vector of 50 float
values, due to the small number of action instances compared
with the number of words that are usually used in NLP tasks.
Instead of providing the values directly to our models we have
included an Embedding layer in it. In this layer we store the
procedural information on how to transform an action ID to its
embedding. Adding this layer allows us to train it with the rest
of the model and in that way to fine tune the embedding values
to the current task, improving the general accuracy of the
model.
C. Hybrid approach to Activity Recognition
The scientific community has developed two main
approaches to solve activity and behaviour recognition, namely
the data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches. Data-driven
approaches make use of large-scale datasets of sensors to learn
activity models using data mining and machine learning
techniques. On the other hand, knowledge-driven approaches
exploit rich prior knowledge in the domain of interest to build
activity models using knowledge engineering and management
technologies.
For knowledge-driven activity recognition systems, a
widely recognized drawback is that activity models are usually
static, i.e. once they have been defined, they cannot be
automatically adapted to users’ specificities [10]. This is a very
restrictive limitation, because it is not generally possible to
define complete activity models for every user. Domain experts
have the necessary knowledge about activities, but this
knowledge may not be enough to generate complete models in
all the cases. To make knowledge-driven activity recognition
systems work in real world applications, activity models have
to evolve automatically to adapt to users’ varying behaviours’.
It turns out that model adaptability and evolution are aspects
that can be properly addressed by data-driven approaches.
In City4Age we have created a scalable and hybrid activity
recognition system to work in scenarios similar to the ones
targeted in City4Age. We call the activity recognition system
hybrid because it combines data- and knowledge-driven
approaches. The key idea is to use data-mining techniques to
find the most frequent action patterns in the unlabelled dataset
produced after monitoring a person’s activity in an intelligent
environment (smart city and smart home). Those patterns
reflect specific executions of activities.
In order to know what activities are being performed in a
given action pattern, we use Expert Activity Models (EAM).
EAMs are knowledge-based computational models where the
previous knowledge about target activities is represented. The
spirit of EAMs is not to have a detailed activity model for a
given person, but rather to represent a generic activity with
minimum knowledge.
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With the purpose of discovering the activities for a given
action pattern and a set of EAMs, we have developed a patternmodel matching algorithm. This algorithm is posed as a
maximisation problem, where the objective is to find the set of
EAMs that better explains the given action pattern. We use
actions, locations, duration and starting time to address the
maximisation problem.
”MakeCoffee” : {
” actions ”: [”hasContainer”,
”hasCoffee”],
”duration”: 300,
”start”:[[7:00-10:00], [13:00-15:00]],
”locations”:[”Kitchen”]
}

Figure 3 Example of an EAM for hypothetical activity
MakeCoffee.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented the problems related with
activity recognition in smart cities, analysing how the large
amount of unlabelled data presents new challenges. We have
presented a multilevel model to describe the user conduct in
smart environments, composed by actions, activities, IntraActivity Behaviours and Inter-Activity Behaviours. We have
also discussed the approach of the City4Age algorithms, by
working in the Action-Space instead of the Sensor-Space to
reduce the hypothesis space. We have also proposed the usage
of semantic embeddings the represent actions instead of IDs or
one-hot-vectors, allowing in this way for a more semantically
meaningful representation of the input data. Finally, we have
discussed the City4Age hybrid approach to activity
recognition, by combining both the data-driven and
knowledge-driven approaches generally used in the literature.
As future work we plan to validate these ideas in the 6
pilots that are being developed within the project. This will
allow us to test them in a heterogeneous environment,
providing an excellent validation bed case for the developed
algorithms.
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